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Stimulus-specific adaptation (SSA) is the ability of some neurons to respond better to rare
than to frequent, repetitive stimuli. In the auditory system, SSA has been found at the
level of the midbrain, thalamus, and cortex. While previous studies have used the whole
overall neuronal response to characterize SSA, here we present a detailed analysis on the
variations within the time course of the evoked responses. The extracellular activity of well
isolated single neurons from the inferior colliculus (IC) was recorded during stimulation
using an oddball paradigm, which is able to elicit SSA. At the same time, these responses
were evaluated before, during, and after the microiontophoretic application of gabazine,
a specific antagonist of GABAA receptors, to study the contribution of inhibition to the
responses of these neurons. We then analyzed the difference signal (DS), which is the
difference in the PSTH in response to rare and frequent stimuli. We found that, even in a
sample of neurons showing strong SSA (i.e., showing larger preference for rare stimuli),
the DS was variable and one third of the neurons contained portions that responded
significantly better to the frequent stimuli than to the rare. This variability is not observed
when averaging the responses of multiple cells. Furthermore, the blockade of GABAA
receptors increased the number of neurons showing portions that responded better to
the frequent stimuli, indicating that inhibition in the IC refines and sharpens SSA in the
neural responses.
Keywords: auditory, stimulus-specific adaptation, inhibition, GABA-A receptor, microiontophoresis, single unit
activity
INTRODUCTION
Since the original paper by Ulanovsky and colleagues (Ulanovsky
et al., 2003), a number of studies have appeared in the last decade
exploring the phenomenon so-called stimulus-specific adapta-
tion (SSA), which consists on the ability of some neurons to
reduce their responses to repetitive stimuli, while keeping their
responsiveness to different, albeit similar, stimuli. SSA is elicited
by presenting the stimuli in an oddball paradigm (Ulanovsky
et al., 2003), in which each trial of a sequence contains one of
two different stimuli, which have different probabilities of occur-
rence. The one appearing with the higher probability is referred to
as the standard stimulus, while the other, at the lower probability,
is known as the deviant stimulus. The frequent repetitions of the
standard cause a gradual reduction of the response on these neu-
rons, but whenever a deviant appears, the neurons are still able to
respond promptly and robustly. SSA has been suggested to play
a role in auditory scene analysis (Winkler et al., 2009), attention
(Escera et al., 1998; Fritz et al., 2007), and novelty or change detec-
tion (Jääskeläinen et al., 2004; Nelken and Ulanovsky, 2007; Slabu
et al., 2010; Grimm et al., 2011; Gutfreund, 2012).
Thus far, SSA has been found at the levels of the auditory
midbrain (Pérez-González et al., 2005, 2012; Malmierca et al.,
2009a; Lumani and Zhang, 2010; Zhao et al., 2011; Anderson
and Malmierca, 2012; Patel et al., 2012), thalamus (Anderson
et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2009; Antunes et al., 2010; Antunes and
Malmierca, 2011), and cortex (Ulanovsky et al., 2003, 2004; von
der Behrens et al., 2009; Farley et al., 2010; Taaseh et al., 2011;
Yaron et al., 2012). The inferior colliculus (IC) is the main audi-
tory center of the midbrain, acting as a site for convergence of
most ascending auditory inputs (Oliver and Shneiderman, 1991;
Malmierca, 2003) and where auditory information is integrated
by combining the multiple excitatory and inhibitory projections
arising from lower nuclei, the auditory cortex, as well as com-
missural and intrinsic connections (Malmierca, 2003; Malmierca
et al., 2009b; Malmierca and Ryugo, 2011, 2012). Therefore,
the IC stands as a unique auditory center that combines the
attributes necessary for the formation of functional microcir-
cuits. In turn, the IC sends the processed auditory information
to the cortex, through the thalamus. Inhibition, in particular
that mediated by GABA, has been found to play a key role in
the sound processing that takes place in the IC (LeBeau et al.,
1996; Wu et al., 2004; Gittelman et al., 2012), regulating several
properties including sound intensity (Sivaramakrishnan et al.,
2004), amplitude modulation (Caspary et al., 2002; Zhang and
Kelly, 2003), frequency selectivity (Palombi and Caspary, 1996;
Koch and Grothe, 1998; LeBeau et al., 2001), sound localiza-
tion (Ingham and McAlpine, 2005), or sound duration (Casseday
et al., 1994, 2000; Covey et al., 1996). SSA has been found to
be a unique property of the non-lemniscal subcortical nuclei
(Malmierca et al., 2009a; Antunes et al., 2010; Antunes and
Malmierca, 2011; Duque et al., 2012). In this respect, it should
be emphasized that there are between 10 and 20 times more
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GABAergic than glycinergic puncta (Merchán et al., 2005) in
the dorsal and lateral cortical areas of the IC, i.e., in the non-
lemniscal areas, which suggest that in these IC regions GABA
plays a key role in the processing of auditory stimuli through
inhibition.
While SSA is commonly estimated from the whole evoked
response of the neuron, several studies have described its
variations across the response, either based on single unit record-
ings (Ulanovsky et al., 2003; Malmierca et al., 2009a; von der
Behrens et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2011), multiunit recordings
(Ulanovsky et al., 2003; von der Behrens et al., 2009; Farley et al.,
2010; Bäuerle et al., 2011), or local field potentials (LFPs) (von der
Behrens et al., 2009; Patel et al., 2012). However, these studies tend
to report the aggregated variations at the population level, a fact
that will not reflect the details in the temporal variability on the
responses of single neurons.We have used a data set that was pub-
lished previously with a different purpose (Pérez-González et al.,
2012), in order to perform a detailed analysis of the time course of
the responses evoked during SSA. The original data set comprises
single neurons located in the dorsal, lateral, and rostral cortices
of the IC (Malmierca et al., 1993, 2011). Neurons located in those
regions display a high degree of SSA. These neurons were tested
for SSA using an oddball paradigm while blocking local GABAA
receptors, using the powerful technique of microiontophoresis,
which allows examining the contribution of inhibition to the
neuronal responses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
DATA SET AND DATA COLLECTION
We analyzed a data set comprising extracellular recordings of 46
single units from the IC of Long Evans adult rats. The neurons
were located in the dorsal, lateral, and rostral cortices of the IC,
which display a large amount of SSA (Pérez-González et al., 2005;
Malmierca et al., 2009a). All cases from the original set were
included in the analysis. The original data were collected and ana-
lyzed for other purposes (Pérez-González et al., 2012); therefore,
here it suffices a brief description of the most relevant aspects of
the data collection.
The experiments were conducted on urethane-anesthetized
animals, which were placed in a stereotaxic frame and subjected
to closed-field auditory stimulation (Rees, 1990; Rees et al., 1997;
Malmierca et al., 2008, 2009a,b). A craniotomy was performed to
allow for access to the IC through the cortex. The extracellular
activity of single neurons in the IC was recorded with tungsten
electrodes, and the spike times were stored for further analysis.
The recording electrodes were attached to multibarrel pipettes,
filled with either 20mM gabazine (SR-95531, Sigma-Aldrich)
or 1mM NaCl for current compensation. Gabazine is a selec-
tive antagonist of GABAA receptors, which lacks the side effect
on calcium-dependent potassium channels of bicuculline, the
other typical antagonist of GABAA receptors (Kurt et al., 2006).
Gabazine was released by microiontophoresis (Neurophore BH-
2 System, Harvard Apparatus), applying currents to the pipettes
(typically 40–50nA), to locally block the GABAA receptors at
the recording site. Controls were conducted to rule out current
artifacts. Data were collected before (control condition), during
(gabazine condition), and after (recovery condition, not analyzed
here) the application of gabazine, and comparisons were made
between the different conditions.
Acoustic stimuli were delivered monaurally through calibrated
speakers (model EC1, TDT; Tucker-Davis Technologies), to the
ear contralateral to the recording side. Stimulation and recording
was performed by TDT System II equipment, controlled with cus-
tom software. Search stimuli included white noise and pure tones
whose frequency was changed often to reduce neuronal adapta-
tion. The experimental stimuli were pure tones with duration of
75ms, including 5ms rise/fall ramps, at a rate of 4/s. The fre-
quency response area (FRA) of the neuron was determined using
an automated procedure (Duque et al., 2012; Pérez-González
et al., 2012) and was used to establish the best frequency (the
frequency that evoked a response at the lowest intensity) and
the threshold (the lowest intensity able to evoke a response).
The stimuli were chosen to fall within the response area of
the neuron. For each neuron, a pair of pure tones of differ-
ent frequencies (f1 and f2; 0.36–0.53 octaves apart, relative to
the lowest frequency of the pair) that elicited a similar firing
rate at the same sound level (10–40 dB above threshold) were
presented in an oddball paradigm (Näätänen, 1992; Ulanovsky
et al., 2003, 2004; Malmierca et al., 2009a; Duque et al., 2012).
This paradigm consisted of a sequence of 400 stimuli contain-
ing either frequency in a probabilistic manner. One frequency
(f1) was presented as the standard (i.e., high probability within
the sequence, 90%); interspersed randomly among the standards
were the deviant stimuli (i.e., low probability, 10%) at the sec-
ond frequency (f2). Afterwards the relative probabilities of the
two stimuli were reversed, with f2 as the standard and f1 as the
deviant (e.g., Figure 1A). The original and the reverse sequence
were alternated during the whole course of the experiment.
DATA ANALYSIS
The spike times in response to the oddball paradigm were used to
calculate peristimulus-time histograms (PSTH) separately for the
deviant and the standard stimuli (e.g., Figures 1B,C, red and blue
traces, respectively). The width of the PSTH bins was 1ms. For
each neuron we obtained eight PSTH: two frequencies (f1, f2),
at two probabilities (10% for deviants, and 90% for standards),
in two conditions (control and gabazine, i.e., before and during
the application of gabazine). Due to the different probabilities,
the PSTH were derived from different numbers of trials (40 tri-
als in the case of the deviants and 360 trials in the case of the
standards). The firing rates were expressed as spikes per second
(spk/s) in order to properly compare the responses.
The PSTH of the neurons was classified based on the firing
pattern. After correcting for spontaneous activity, the PSTH of a
neuron was considered onset if 99% of the response was included
in a 30ms window; otherwise it was considered sustained. For
simplicity, we did not perform amore detailed classification of the
firing pattern. The 30-ms limit for onset responses has been used
previously for neurons in the IC (LeBeau et al., 1996; Lumani and
Zhang, 2010), while the 99% criterion avoids misclassification of
neurons with spurious late spikes that otherwise would be con-
sidered purely onset. Since the firing pattern has been found to
depend on the type of stimulus (Pérez-González et al., 2012), this
classification was done separately for the responses to deviants
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FIGURE 1 | (A) In the oddball paradigm, a sequence is built containing two
different stimuli, in this case, two pure tones at different frequencies
(f1, f2). The stimuli are equally spaced, but their probabilities are different.
One of the tones, the standard (blue), appears in 90% of the trials,
while the other, called deviant (red), appears in the remaining 10%. A
complimentary sequence is presented afterwards, with the probabilities of
the stimuli reversed. Thus, comparisons can be drawn for each of the tones
when they are presented as deviants or standards. (B,C) Left panels show
examples of responses (PSTH) to one tone presented as standard (blue) or
deviant (red). The difference signal (DS, green) was calculated as
deviant–standard. We classified the shapes of the DS as monophasic (B)
or multiphasic (C). The bin size for all the histograms in this study was
1ms. The shaded background indicates the duration of the stimulus. Right
panels show the cumulative functions of each corresponding DS. The raw
cumulative sum function (gray) was smoothed, and the peaks and valleys
(circles) were found (see “Materials and Methods”). The increasing
sections between peaks (red) indicate portions were the DS is positive,
while the decreasing sections indicate the negative portions of the DS. The
extent of the negative portions was used to determine the type of DS. (D)
Only DS values larger than the baseline DS were considered for the study.
The positive (red) and negative (blue) portions of the DS were measured
separately. The measurements included the latency and magnitude of the
peaks (arrowheads), the duration and total area of each portion (red and
blue areas), and the latency of the median spike (arrows). The horizontal
dashed lines represent the threshold for the baseline activity, i.e., random
fluctuations of the DS (mean + 3SD).
and to standards. We used a two-letter nomenclature to define the
response of each neuron, the first letter corresponding to the fir-
ing pattern in response to standards, and the second in response
to deviants. This way, neurons were classified as O-S when the
standard was onset but the deviant was sustained, S-O when
only the deviant was onset, O-O when both the deviant and the
standard were onset and S-S when both were sustained.
The difference signal (DS) was calculated as the difference
(in a per-bin basis) between the PSTH for the deviants and the
standards (PSTHdeviant – PSTHstandard) in response to the same
frequency, in the same condition (e.g., Figures 1B,C, green trace).
Thus, positive values of the DS indicate that the response to a
stimulus when deviant was larger than the response to the same
stimulus when standard, and vice versa.
All the calculations based on the DS were corrected for the
baseline fluctuations related to the spontaneous activity (i.e., the
activity outside of the evoked response), calculated from a win-
dow of 50ms at the end of each trial. The DS from this time
window was obtained, the absolute value of those bins was calcu-
lated, and the mean + 3SD was used as threshold for separating
the baseline activity. Only the bins whose absolute value was
larger than this figure were considered to be significantly different
to the baseline DS. In the calculations regarding the magnitude of
the DS, this value was subtracted from each significant bin.
We categorized each DS based on its fluctuations during
the course of the response. For this purpose, we calculated the
cumulative function of the DS (after correcting for baseline activ-
ity) and applied a moving average filter (2 passes, 3-bin wide)
to smooth high frequency variations. In this cumulative func-
tion, the increasing sections reflect positive DS values while the
decreasing ones represent the negative DS values. To differenti-
ate the positive from the negative sections, we identified the peaks
and valleys of the function, excluding those smaller than 5% of the
average firing rate of the neuron. This way, we classified the DSs
asmonophasic, when the corresponding cumulative function did
not contain such peaks or valleys, ormultiphasic, in the opposite
case. Examples of neurons with monophasic andmultiphasic DSs
are shown in Figures 1B,C, respectively, as well as the cumulative
functions that illustrate the classification process.
We performed a number of calculations in order to charac-
terize the timing and magnitude of the positive and negative
portions of the DS, on each neuron. After removing the base-
line activity, we applied a time window that included only the
evoked response, as judged by visual inspection of the PSTH.
Since the response latency and duration were very variable, we
considered this time window on a case-by-case basis, as we think
this approach is more appropriate than establishing a fixed win-
dow for all the cases. First, we calculated the number of positive
and negative bins as estimation of the duration of each por-
tion (Figure 1D, red and blue bins, respectively). The area of
the positive or negative bins (Figure 1D, red and blue areas,
respectively), indicated the magnitude of each portion, and their
timing was estimated from the latency of the median spike, rel-
ative to the onset of the stimulus (Figure 1D, arrows). On the
other hand, we also calculated parameters relative to the peak
of each portion (i.e., the bin with the largest positive or nega-
tive magnitude; Figure 1D, arrowheads), in particular the latency
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and the firing rate. For neurons with multiple positive or nega-
tive peaks, these calculations were based on the largest positive or
negative peak, respectively. All the calculations were corrected for
the baseline activity (Figure 1D, dashed line) as described above.
Differences between groups were compared using either a Two-
Way ANOVA test [Figures 3C, 4C, 5C, 6C; factors: sign of DS
(positive or negative) and condition (control or gabazine) and
Figures 3G,H, 4G,H, 5G,H, 6G,H; factors: sign of DS (positive or
negative) and firing pattern (S-S, S-O, O-S, or O-O)] or a Three-
Way ANOVA test [Figures 3D, 4D, 5D, 6D; factors: sign of DS
(positive or negative), type of DS (monophasic or multiphasic)
and condition (control or gabazine)] and corrected for multi-
ple comparisons using the Tukey–Kramer method. Results were
considered significant when p < 0.05.
The probability of occurrence of a positive or negative DS was
calculated as the percentage of cases that contained a significantly
positive or negative DS value in each particular bin. The results of
this calculation are illustrated on Figure 7.
RESULTS
We calculated the PSTH of the responses of 46 neurons in the
IC tested in an oddball paradigm, before and during the ion-
tophoretic application of the GABAA antagonist gabazine. Each
of the frequencies presented in the oddball paradigm for each
neuron was considered separately for the analyses, so the number
of cases is 92 frequencies. For each of these cases we calculated
the DS, as the difference between the PSTH for deviants and
standards (Figures 1B,C). The DS is an indicator of the parts of
the response that prefer the deviant stimuli (positive DS) or the
standard ones (negative DS).
PSTH OF THE POPULATION
As a first approximation, we calculated the grand average of all
the responses, for all the neurons (Figure 2). During the con-
trol condition (Figure 2A), this resulted in a mainly onset PSTH,
with a low-firing sustained part, for both standards and deviants.
The peak response to the deviants (184.8 spk/s) was consider-
ably larger than the peak response to the standards (31.2 spk/s).
The latencies of the peak response for the deviant and the stan-
dard were similar (29.5 and 31.5ms, respectively), although it has
been shown that in individual neurons the latency in response
to deviants is significantly shorter than in response to standards
(Malmierca et al., 2009a; Antunes et al., 2010; Duque et al., 2012;
Pérez-González et al., 2012). The resulting DS was positive dur-
ing the whole evoked response (peak: 161.3 spk/s; peak latency:
28.5ms). In the gabazine condition (Figure 2B) the peak rates
were much larger in response to both deviant (441.3 spk/s) and
standard stimuli (127.4 spk/s), but the response to the deviant
stimuli remained substantially larger than the one to the stan-
dard stimuli. The shape of the PSTH became broader in both
cases, while the latencies for the peak response were slightly longer
(33.5ms for the deviant; 32.5ms for the standard). The DS of
the population grand average was also positive for the duration
of the evoked response (peak: 316.2 spk/s; peak latency: 31.5ms).
Together, the data from the averaged responses are consistent with
the previously reported effect of GABAA-mediated inhibition
(Pérez-González et al., 2012), wherein inhibition would modify
FIGURE 2 | Grand average PSTH from the sample of neurons in the
control (A) and gabazine (B) conditions. The red lines correspond to the
responses to the deviant stimuli, while the blue lines represent the
responses to the standard stimuli. The difference signal (DS;
deviant-standard) is represented in green. The shaded background indicates
the duration of the stimulus. The length of the histogram bins is 1ms.
(C) Distribution of the cases were the DS was classified as multiphasic. The
Control and Gabazine groups indicate the number of cases that only
presented a negative DS during one of those conditions. Both indicates the
neurons that had a negative part in both conditions, while neurons that did
not have a negative portion under any condition are labeled as None.
(D) Distribution of the cases based on the firing pattern. S-S, both standard
and deviant were sustained; S-O, only the deviant was onset; O-S, only the
standard was onset; O-O, both the deviant and the standard were onset.
(E,F) Examples from two different neurons during the control and gabazine
conditions. In both cases, the DS type is monophasic during the control
condition, but in (F) the DS type transforms to multiphasic during the
gabazine condition. The insets show the cumulative function of the DS,
used for the classification.
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the contrast between responses to standard and deviant by pro-
viding a control of the response gain, in what is known as “iceberg
effect” (Rose and Blakemore, 1974; Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011).
While the DS was always positive in the averaged popula-
tion response, this was not the case in the individual responses.
All the individual DS had a positive part, but 34.8% (32/92)
in the control condition also had significant negative portions,
and were thus classified as multiphasic. In the gabazine condi-
tion, 51.1% (47/92) of the cases were classified as multiphasic.
Not all the neurons that were multiphasic in the control condi-
tion maintained this classification during the gabazine condition;
only 20.7% (19/92) of the cases were multiphasic during both
control and gabazine conditions, while 14.1% (13/92) weremulti-
phasic only during the control condition and 30.4% (28/92) only
during the gabazine condition (Figure 2C). Thirty-five percent
(32/92) of the cases did not show a negative part during any of
the conditions.
Figure 2D shows the distribution of the types of DS and the
firing patterns. During the control condition, the most common
combination was monophasic neurons with onset patterns for
both types of stimuli, deviant and standard (group O-O, 31/92).
In contrast, during the gabazine condition, the most common
combination was multiphasic neurons with sustained patterns
in response to both deviants and standards (group S-S, 34/92).
Figures 2E,F show the responses of two different neurons. Both
of them displayed a DS (green trace) categorized as monopha-
sic in the control condition (left panels), but the application of
gabazine (right panels) modified substantially the response of the
neuron in Figure 2F, to the point that the DS became multiphasic
(see insets).
DURATION OF THE DIFFERENCE SIGNAL
The duration of the positive and negative parts of the DS was esti-
mated as the number of 1-ms bins which were significantly differ-
ent from the baseline DS. The duration of the positive parts in the
control condition was on average 19.1 ± 12.7ms, and increased
to 34.7 ± 19.7ms in the gabazine condition (Figure 3A). The
application of gabazine caused an increment of the duration
of the positive part on 75% of the cases (69/92), while 24%
of the cases (22/92) showed a decrement. Taking all the cases
into account, the average increment of the duration of the pos-
itive parts during the gabazine condition was 15.6 ± 22.8ms.
On the other hand, the duration of the negative parts was only
4.4 ± 7.4ms in the control condition and 11.3 ± 15.9 in the
gabazine condition (Figure 3B). Only 50% (46/92) of the cases
showed an increment of the duration of the negative parts during
the gabazine condition, while 27% of the cases (25/92) showed
a decrement. In 3 cases (3%), the duration of the negative parts
was the same in the control and gabazine conditions. In 18 cases
(20%), there was no negative part during either the control or the
gabazine conditions. Taking all the cases into account, the aver-
age increment of the duration of the negative parts during the
gabazine condition was 6.9 ± 16.3ms.
When pooling all cases together (Figure 3C), we found sig-
nificant differences between the duration of the positive and the
negative parts, in both the control and the gabazine conditions.
In addition, the duration of both parts was significantly increased
FIGURE 3 | Duration of the DS (number of 1-ms bins where the
response is significantly larger than the baseline DS). The duration of
both the positive (A) and negative (B) parts of the DS increased during the
application of gabazine. (C) Mean and standard deviation of the duration for
all the cases pooled together, in the control (solid fill) and gabazine (pattern
fill) conditions. (D) Mean and standard deviation of the duration, grouped by
DS type. The duration of the negative part of the DS was shorter than the
duration of the positive part for most neurons, both in the control (E) and
the gabazine (F) conditions. The axes in these panels have been plotted at
different scales for a better visualization of the data. (G) Mean and
standard deviation of the different firing pattern groups for the monophasic
or (H) multiphasic units, including units in both the control and gabazine
conditions. Mono, monophasic; Multi, multiphasic. S-S, standard and
deviant sustained; S-O, standard sustained and deviant onset; O-S,
standard onset and deviant sustained; O-O, standard and deviant onset.
(Continued)
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FIGURE 3 | Continued
Asterisks indicate p < 0.05. For all the scatter plots in this and similar
figures, n = 92 unless stated otherwise. In this and similar figures, some of
the significance brackets have been collapsed into a complex bracket, to
reduce clutter. They indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) between the
group at the square end and every group under an arrowhead.
during the gabazine condition. We did a similar analysis sorting
the cases into DS and firing pattern types (Figure 3D). We found
that the duration of the positive parts of both the monophasic
and multiphasic types was significantly affected by gabazine, but
the duration of the negative parts was only affected by gabazine
in the case of the multiphasic units. The duration of the positive
parts was very similar for monophasic and multiphasic neurons,
but the duration of the negative parts of the monophasic units
was significantly smaller than that of the multiphasic units. In
addition, the duration of the positive parts was significantly larger
than the duration of the negative parts in all the groups but the
multiphasic/control.
The duration of the positive part of the DS was longer than the
negative part in most of the cases [93.5% (86/92) during the con-
trol condition and 84.8% (78/92) during the gabazine condition],
as shown in Figures 3E,F. On average, the positive part of the DS
was 14.6 ± 14.1ms longer than the negative part in the control
condition. This difference increased notably in the gabazine con-
dition, where the positive part was 23.4 ± 25.8ms longer than the
negative.
A detailed analysis of the firing pattern groups, including units
in both the control and gabazine conditions, showed that the S-S
group had the longest positive DS duration. For the monophasic
units, all the groups had longer positive durations than negative
(Figure 3G), while for the multiphasic units only the S-S group
had significantly different positive and negative DS durations
(Figure 3H).
AREA OF THE PARTS OF THE DIFFERENCE SIGNAL
We calculated the total area of the positive and negative parts of
the DS for each stimulus (e.g., red and blue areas in Figure 1D).
The average area of the positive DS parts was 1.8 ± 1.3 spk per
trial in the control condition, and in increased to 6.77 ± 6.44 spk
per trial in the gabazine condition (Figure 4A). Gabazine caused
an increment of the area of the positive DS in 85% (78/92) of
the cases, and a decrement in the resting 15% (14/92). Taking
all the cases into account, the area of the positive DS parts
increased an average of 4.9 ± 6.4 spk per trial in the gabazine con-
dition. The area of the negative DS in the control condition was
only 0.06 ± 0.17 spk per trial, while in the gabazine condition it
increased up to 0.47 ± 1.0 spk per trial (Figure 4B). Only 54%
of the cases (50/92) showed a larger negative area in the gabazine
condition relative to the control condition, while in 25% of the
cases (23/92) the negative area was smaller. In 1 case (1%), the
area of the negative DS parts was the same in the control and
gabazine conditions. In 18 cases (20%), there was no negative part
during either the control or the gabazine conditions. Taking all
the cases into account, the average increment of the area of the
negative parts during the gabazine condition was 0.41 ± 1.05ms.
FIGURE 4 | Area (accumulated response) of the DS for each neuron,
corrected for the baseline DS. The area of both the positive (A) and
negative (B) portions of the DS increased during the gabazine condition.
(Continued)
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FIGURE 4 | Continued
(C) Mean and standard deviation of the area for all the cases pooled
together, in the control (solid fill) and gabazine (pattern fill) conditions.
(D) Mean and standard deviation of the area, grouped by DS type. The
area of the positive portions of the DS was larger than that of the
negative ones for most neurons, both in the control (E) and the gabazine
(F) conditions. The axes in these panels have been plotted at different
scales for a better visualization of the data. (G) Mean and standard
deviation of the different firing pattern groups for the monophasic or (H)
multiphasic units, including units in both the control and gabazine
conditions. The area ratio (negative area/positive area) (I) and the
percentage of positive area (J) for each individual DS show that, while
the amount of positive and negative DS portions changed during the
gabazine condition, there was no clear trend. Mono, monophasic; Multi,
multiphasic. S-S, standard and deviant sustained; S-O, standard sustained
and deviant onset; O-S, standard onset and deviant sustained; O-O,
standard and deviant onset. Asterisks indicate p < 0.05.
When all cases were pooled, gabazine only had a significant
effect on the area of the positive parts of the DS (Figure 4C).
Nevertheless, the positive area was significantly larger than the
negative in both the control and gabazine conditions. When sort-
ing the cases in DS and firing pattern types (Figure 4D), the
results were similar to the analysis of the duration of the DS parts.
The positive DS area increased significantly for the monophasic
and multiphasic groups, but not the negative DS area. Likewise,
the positive DS area was significantly larger than the negative DS
area for themonophasic group (in both control and gabazine con-
ditions), but for the multiphasic group it was larger only during
the gabazine condition.
The area of the positive DS was larger than the area of the nega-
tive DS in almost every case, both in the control (98%, 90/92) and
the gabazine conditions (97%, 89/92). Only 2 cases in the control
condition and 3 cases in the gabazine condition showed a negative
DS larger than the positive DS (Figures 4E,F).
Not surprisingly, the area of the negative DS parts was negli-
gible for the monophasic units. The largest positive and negative
DS areas corresponded to the neurons classified as S-S, while the
smallest DS areas were those of the neurons classified as O-O
(Figures 4G,H).
The area ratio (negative area/positive area) was larger in the
gabazine condition than in the control condition for 64% (47/74)
of the cases (Figure 4I). The area of the positive DS accounted for
95.8 ± 12.9% of the total DS area in the control condition, and
91.5 ± 15.6% in the gabazine condition (Figure 4J).
PEAK RATE OF THE DIFFERENCE SIGNAL
Similarly to the area of the DS, we quantified the peak rate
of firing for the positive and negative portions of the DS
(Figures 5A,B). The average peak rate of the positive portions was
344.4 ± 183.9 spk/s in the control condition and 558.2 ± 252.7
spk/s in the gabazine condition (Figure 5A). Gabazine caused an
increment of the peak firing rate of the positive DS portions in
77% of the cases (71/92) and a decrement in the resting 23%
(21/92). Considering all the cases, the average increment of the
peak firing rate of the positive DS parts during the gabazine
condition was 213.8 ± 293.9 spk/s. The peak firing rate of the
negative parts was 18.9 ± 54.2 spk/s in the control condition,
FIGURE 5 | Peak firing rate of the DS for each neuron. The most positive
(positive peak) and most negative (negative peak) values of the DS for each
neuron are represented here in absolute value. The effect of removing
GABAA inhibition is depicted in (A) and (B). Both the positive peak rates (A)
and the negative (B) tend to increase due to the application of gabazine, to
the point of the appearance of negative parts in the DS where there was
previously none in the control condition (B). (C) Mean and standard
deviation of the peak firing rate for all the cases pooled together, in the
control (solid fill) and gabazine (pattern fill) conditions. (D) Mean and
standard deviation of the peak firing rate grouped by DS type. In the control
condition (E), the peak positive DS extended over a wide range of values,
while the negative peak was limited to much smaller rates. During the
gabazine condition (F), both positive and negative peaks became slightly
larger. In almost every case, the positive peak was much larger than the
negative peak. The axes in these panels have been plotted at different
(Continued)
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FIGURE 5 | Continued
scales for a better visualization of the data. (G) Mean and standard deviation
of the different firing pattern groups for the monophasic or (H) multiphasic
units, including units in both the control and gabazine conditions. Mono,
monophasic; Multi, multiphasic. S-S, standard and deviant sustained; S-O,
standard sustained and deviant onset; O-S, standard onset and deviant
sustained; O-O, standard and deviant onset. Asterisks indicate p < 0.05.
and increased to 58.5 ± 87.7 spk/s during the gabazine condition
(Figure 5B). Fifty-eight percent of the cases (53/92) showed an
increment of the peak firing rate of the negative DS portions dur-
ing the gabazine condition, while 20% (18/92) showed a decre-
ment. In 18 cases (20%), there was no negative part during either
the control or the gabazine conditions. Taking all the cases into
account, the average increment of the peak firing rate of the neg-
ative parts during the gabazine condition was 39.6 ± 93.6 spk/s.
When considering all the cases together, the average peak
firing rate of the positive parts was significantly larger than
that of the negative parts, both in the control and gabazine
conditions. In addition, gabazine had a significant effect on
the rate of the positive portions of the DS, but not on
the negative ones (Figure 5C). The analysis of the peak fir-
ing rate grouping the data by DS and firing pattern types
(Figure 5D) was similar to the case of the area of the DS
parts (Figure 4D), with the exceptions that now there is a
significant difference between the positive and negative peak
firing rates for multiphasic units in the control condition,
and the positive peak firing rates of monophasic and mul-
tiphasic units in the gabazine condition are not significantly
different.
The DS did not have a negative portion in 36 cases during the
control condition and in 29 during the gabazine condition. In a
large majority of the cases showing a negative part, the peak firing
rate of the positive part was larger than that of the negative part,
both in the control (95%, 53/56) and the gabazine (94%, 59/63)
conditions (Figures 5E,F).
The peak firing rate of the positive DS parts was larger
than that of the negative parts for all the firing pattern groups,
both for the monophasic and the multiphasic neurons, with
the only exception of the O-S group of the multiphasic units
(Figures 5G,H). For each DS type (monophasic or multiphasic)
and DS part (positive or negative), the mean peak firing rate was
quite similar among all firing pattern groups, with the exception
of the peak firing rate of the positive DS parts of the monopha-
sic units, where there was a significant difference between the S-S
and O-O groups.
TIMING OF THE DIFFERENCE SIGNAL
Regarding the timing of the different parts of the DS, we calcu-
lated the latency of the DS peaks (Figure 6). The average latency of
the positive peaks was very similar in the control (22.1 ± 8.4ms)
and the gabazine (21.7 ± 5.7ms) conditions (Figure 6A). The
application of gabazine caused an increment of the latency of
the positive peak on 39% of the cases (36/92), while 51% of
the cases (47/92) showed a decrement. Taking all the cases into
account, the average increment of the latency of the positive
FIGURE 6 | The latency of the positive DS peak was relatively short
(10–40ms) and was little affected by gabazine (A), while the latency of
the negative peak extended over a longer range of values (B). Some of
the cases did not contain a negative part of the DS, so the corresponding
latencies could not be calculated. The number of cases plotted is indicated
inside each panel. (C) Mean and standard deviation of the latency of the
peaks for all the cases pooled together, in the control (solid fill) and gabazine
(pattern fill) conditions. (D) Mean and standard deviation of the latency of
the peaks, grouped by DS type. In both the control (E) and the gabazine (F)
condition, the latency of the positive DS peak was shorter than the latency
of the negative peak for most neurons. (G) Mean and standard deviation of
the different firing pattern groups for the monophasic or (H) multiphasic
units, including units in both the control and gabazine conditions. Mono,
monophasic; Multi, multiphasic. S-S, standard and deviant sustained; S-O,
standard sustained and deviant onset; O-S, standard onset and deviant
sustained; O-O, standard and deviant onset. Asterisks indicate p < 0.05.
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peak during the gabazine condition was −0.4 ± 9.1ms. The
average latency of the negative peaks (Figure 6B) was longer in
the control condition (35.3 ± 21.4ms), and even longer in the
gabazine condition (42.1 ± 18.6ms). Only 45 neurons showed
a negative portion in both the control and gabazine condi-
tions. Of those, 47% of the cases (21/45) showed an incre-
ment of the latency of the negative peak during the gabazine
condition, and 44% of the cases (20/45) showed a decrement.
Taking these 45 cases into account, the average increment of the
latency of the negative peak during the gabazine condition was
6.1 ± 20.7ms. Additionally, the individual latencies were more
dispersed.
When considering all the cases together, the latency of the neg-
ative peaks was significantly longer than the latency of the positive
peaks in both the control and gabazine conditions. Only for the
negative peaks, the latency was significantly affected by gabazine
(Figure 6C). When grouping the data by DS and firing pattern
type (Figure 6D), we found that the latency of the negative peaks
was significantly longer than the latency of the positive peaks for
both the monophasic and the multiphasic groups, in both control
and gabazine conditions. Qualitatively similar results have been
obtained for the median latency (data not shown).
Gabazine increased the number of cases where the latency of
the positive peak was shorter than the negative from 73% (41/56;
in 36 cases there was no negative part) of the cases during the con-
trol condition, to 90% (57/63; in 29 cases there was no negative
part) during the application of gabazine (Figures 6E,F).
The latency of the positive DS peaks did not differ among firing
pattern groups (Figures 6G,H). The latency of the negative DS
peaks was significantly larger for the S-S and the S-O groups, but
not for the others.
PROBABILITY OF SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE SIGNAL
Since we found that most neurons presented both positive and
negative portions on their DS, we calculated the probability of
observing a positive or negative DS value for each bin of the PSTH
(Figure 7). In the control condition, the maximum probability of
evoking a positive DS was 74%, with a latency of 21.5ms after the
stimulus onset. On the other hand, the maximum probability of
FIGURE 7 | Probability of occurrence of a positive (red) DS value or a
negative one (blue) along time. Note how in the gabazine condition (B)
the probabilities are higher and skewed toward longer latencies, compared
to the control condition (A).
a negative DS was only 11% and happened later, with a latency
of 30.5ms. The application of gabazine caused an increment of
these figures, with a maximum positive DS probability of 89%,
23.5ms after the onset of the stimulus, and maximum negative
DS probability of 22% with a latency of 38.5ms. When consid-
ering a window of 10–115ms after the stimulus onset (which
encompasses approximately the evoked portion of the responses),
during the control condition the occurrence of a positive DS was
4.09 times more likely than a negative one. On the other hand,
during the gabazine condition this ratio was reduced to 2.96. This
way, inhibition increases the contrast between the positive and
the negative portions of the DS in neurons showing strong SSA.
These probability functions remark that SSA in the IC is stronger
at the beginning of the stimulus, as a consequence of the shorter
latencies in response to deviants. Nevertheless, even highly adapt-
ing neurons (such as those in this sample) may still momentarily
respond better to standards than to deviants afterwards.
DISCUSSION
In this study we report that even in a sample comprised of neu-
rons showing very strong SSA (i.e., they respondmore intensely to
deviant stimuli overall), a subset of the neurons (one third of the
cases in the control condition) contain portions that responded
significantly better to the standard stimuli than to the deviants.
Furthermore, the blockade of GABAA receptors increases the
number of neurons showing portions that responded better to
the standard stimuli, indicating that in the IC, inhibition refines
the responses to SSA by sharpening or “cleaning” the “noise”
produced by the portions that respond better to standards.
Due to the large variability in the timing of the negative por-
tions of the DS (Figure 6), when considering the population as
a whole these parts get averaged out (Figures 2A,B) and become
unnoticed, both before and during application of gabazine. On
the other hand, the smaller variability of the latencies of the
positive portions contributes to the large peak observed in the
averaged representations, like in Figures 2A,B. Other previous
studies describing the average response in form of PSTH in the
IC (Malmierca et al., 2009a; Zhao et al., 2011; Duque et al., 2012),
auditory thalamus (Yu et al., 2009; Antunes et al., 2010; Bäuerle
et al., 2011), and cortex (Ulanovsky et al., 2003; von der Behrens
et al., 2009; Farley et al., 2010) have shown similar results at
the population level, but they have not studied the influence of
inhibition. It is only when analyzing the responses of individual
neurons when these negative portions of the DS become notice-
able. As a result, other types of measurements that depend of the
global activity of a large number of neurons (like evoked potential
recordings) are unlikely to reflect these particular details from the
individual neurons. However, the negative DS at the single neu-
ron level contributes to reduce the magnitude of the population
signal at long latencies, narrowing the onset response, which can
improve temporal accuracy.
The presence of negative portion in the DS was closely related
to the type of firing pattern of the neuron in response to stan-
dard and deviant stimuli (Figure 2D). Taking together the control
and gabazine conditions, the group with the largest proportion of
multiphasic units was S-S (58%, 48/83), followed by S-O (44%,
10/23), O-O (29%, 16/55) and O-S (26%, 6/23). This indicates
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that a sustained response to deviants facilitates the occurrence of
negative DS parts. The larger number of multiphasic units found
during the application of gabazine appears to be related to the
lengthening of the neuronal responses caused by the reduction
of the incoming inhibition, which increased the number of units
classified as S-S. This type of firing pattern stands out from the
others, as the neurons in this group are among the ones with the
largest positive and negative DS duration, area, and peak firing
rate, as well as the largest negative DS latency.
The latency of the negative DS part was generally longer than
the latency of the positive DS part, both when measuring the
latency of the peak DS (Figure 6) or the latency of the median
spike (not shown). This is especially notable for the neurons
that respond with a sustained firing rate to both standards and
deviants (group S-S), since the longer duration of the responses
allows for a better temporal separation of the positive and neg-
ative parts of the DS. However, even in the least favorable case,
which the shortest responses to both standards and deviants
(group O-O), the average latency of the negative parts of the DS
is longer than the latency of the positive parts (Figures 6G,H),
although the differences are not significant. The latencies of the
positive parts (∼22ms on average for the peak) fall within the
range of onset responses in the cortical areas of the IC (e.g.,
Lumani and Zhang, 2010). The longer latencies of the negative
DS parts, observed in the majority of neurons, reflect the differ-
ential responses to deviant and standard stimuli. A faster response
to deviants is responsible for the early, positive DS peak, while a
slower response to the standards produces the negative DS peak.
These differences in the latency of the response to the stimuli with
different probabilities have been reported previously in the IC
(Malmierca et al., 2009a; Lumani and Zhang, 2010; Zhao et al.,
2011; Duque et al., 2012; Pérez-González et al., 2012).
COMPARISON TO OTHER STUDIES
Several previous studies have reported the time course of neu-
ronal responses related to SSA. Due to the lack of testing of the
contribution of inhibition to SSA in previous studies, the fol-
lowing comparisons will refer only to our results in the control
condition.
In an initial report of SSA in the IC, we showed (Malmierca
et al., 2009a) that the PSTH-based populationDSwasmostly pos-
itive in different stimulation conditions, with peak latencies of
25–30ms.We also found that the responses to deviant stimuli had
shorter latencies than the responses to standard stimuli, which
agrees with the present study. This finding was also reported in
the dorsal cortex of the IC in rats (Lumani and Zhang, 2010). A
study of the dynamics of adaptation in neurons through the IC
showed that the general shape of the population DS was main-
tained at interstimulus intervals of up to 2 s, which is rather slow
for this nucleus (Ayala and Malmierca, 2012). In the dorsal cortex
of the IC, SSA was also reflected in the negative deflection of LFPs
(Patel et al., 2012). The time course of the difference between the
LFPs evoked by deviants and standards was comparable to that of
the PSTH-based population DS, since in both cases the magni-
tude of the responses to deviants was consistently larger than that
of the standards. In other words, neither the LFP nor the popula-
tion DS did reflect the negative DS portions that we have shown
here in single neurons, suggesting that they are averaged out in
population measures.
In the medial geniculate body of the thalamus (Antunes et al.,
2010), the population DS seems to be quite similar to that
reported here for the IC. Some of the figures in Bäuerle et al.
(2011) show the DS for some individual units, and several cases
show consistent negative DS portions, although they do not dis-
cuss it. In any case, their sample of neurons from the ventral
nucleus of the medial geniculate body showed a small degree of
SSA, so that kind of response is as expected.
In the auditory cortex of an anesthetized preparation
(Ulanovsky et al., 2003; Farley et al., 2010; Taaseh et al., 2011;
Yaron et al., 2012), the first place where auditory SSA was
described, the population DS seems to be more sustained. This
contrasts with awaken animal preparations, were the neuronal
responses are onset-like (von der Behrens et al., 2009). Due to
this firing pattern, the calculated population DS in the cortex
of an awaken preparation resulted to be significant at latencies
of 12–28ms, which is comparable to the latency of the positive
peaks found in the IC (22.1 ± 8.4ms).
EFFECT OF GABAZINE
Blocking GABAA receptors in the IC has been reported to increase
the firing rates in response to stimuli, modify the response pat-
terns and reduce the first spike latency in response to deviant
stimuli (Pérez-González et al., 2012). By making the responses to
standard relatively slower and more sustained than the responses
to deviants, these effects may explain the stronger negative DS
that is found during the gabazine condition, as well as the larger
percentage of the overall response that is negative during the
gabazine condition. Furthermore, this may be the reason of the
increment in the number of multiphasic neurons during this
condition.
As GABA is the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the dor-
sal and lateral cortices of the IC, as indicated by the much larger
numbers of GABAergic than glycinergic puncta (Merchán et al.,
2005), the application of gabazine reflects a situation where inhi-
bition is largely reduced and excitation is the most prominent
driving force of these neurons. Based on these findings, we pro-
pose that excitation alone generates responses to deviant and
standard stimuli that are quite different in shape and latency,
resulting in DS that are more prone to variability during the
response (e.g., changing from positive to negative). In addition
to providing a mechanism of gain control that modulates the
strength of SSA (Pérez-González et al., 2012), inhibition would
reduce this variability of the responses, affecting mostly the nega-
tive parts of the DS, and thus sharpening the response to SSA.
In conclusion, the variability of the time course of the
responses of neurons that show SSA, responsible for negative
DS portions even in neurons that overall prefer deviant stimuli,
is reduced by GABA and seems to be only evident on a sin-
gle neuron level. Most studies on SSA tend to report aggregated
data at the population level, which obscures this variability. Our
study emphasizes the importance of reporting the details of the
responses of single neurons, since paying attention only to the
big picture may result in the omission of important functional
features.
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